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meters, a pool was reached that had
beautiful formations above, just
begging to have their photo taken.
A bit farther down, an inlet comes
in from the left side, and once again
we were following the flow of wa-
ter. After a small cascade, we drop-
ped into a lake passage with the
ceiling height now down to 2 meters
and the width also only 2 meters.
Wading through the water, we pro-
gressed about 40 meters more before
the ceiling came down almost to
water level. Peering ahead, we
could see low air space of about 20
centimeters for at least 6 meters and
what looked to be more of the same
on out of sight. Not wanting to get
fully soaked before having to sur-
vey out, we declined to push this
wet part, figuring someone else
could be lured in from the crowds
back at Villa de la Paz.

The survey back went well, with
Mario getting the unenviable job of
holding the station under the full
force of the Welcome to Mexico
waterfall. Fortunately it was all up-
hill from there, so we all stayed
warm despite being wet. Before
heading up the waterfall, though,
Sergio and Mario checked out the
other branch, which takes most of
the water. It must join back into the
main route where we saw the inlet,
though they did not actually com-
plete the traverse. We made it to the
top of the 6-meter waterfall pitch
before the density of drips became
too much for keeping the survey
book dry, so only a little bit needs
to be finished in the entrance series.

As expected, I was able to get
Jonathan Sims interested in

pursuing the low-air-space section
the next day. He went in with his
nose near the ceiling for what he es-
timated to be 140 meters, before the
roof came down even more and his
nose was actually dragging against
the ceiling. Not liking the black,
yucky stuff that his nose was plow-
ing through, he turned back, still
feeling the breeze moving through
the cave. It appears that this is a near
sump that gets backed up by some-
thing on the low side and needs to
be checked again in the peak of the
dry season to see if the water level
has gone down. Considering how

nice some of the passage before that
point is and how nice the nearby

Acahuizotla is, it is definitely worth
another look.—Chris Lloyd

Exploración de Cuevas en Mexpeleo

Durante Mexpeleo 2002 en Guerrero, varias
cuevas fueron exploradas y topografiadas en los
alrededores de la Posada de la Paz, lugar de la
convención.
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